Reexamination of the reality or artifacts of the microtrabeculae.
The polyethylene glycol (PEG) method revealed that model systems such as erythrocytes and protein solutions, which are supposed to lack structured components, exhibit lattice structures not unlike the microtrabeculae. The compactness of the lattice was dependent on the concentration of proteins. The gelated state of gelatin exhibited lattices more compact than those of the solated state at any given concentration. Comparison of images by PEG and rapid-freezing, deep-etching replica methods showed no basic differences in the ultrastructure of the intestinal epithelial cell. This indicates that the PEG method, including chemical fixation, produces little, if any, disorganization of the cytoskeleton. All of the present findings suggest that cytoplasmic protein, nonstructure-bound or structure-forming, might be present in intact cells which could form microtrabecular structures when specimens are fixed by chemical fixatives without any extractions. Therefore, the microtrabeculae should generally be regarded as a simple marker for the presence of proteinaceous macromolecules. It is also suggested that the microtrabecular lattice, as a whole, might represent a gelated state in a given compartment when another, looser lattice is simultaneously present in the same compartment, i.e., within a single cell.